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Executive Overview
Welcome to the Martin Brower 2017 Global Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) Report
We are pleased to present our 2017 CSR Report.
Our business is built on an ethical foundation
enabling us to work with great people; partner
with great brands and provide outstanding value
and service for our customers each day while
continuing to reinvest in our people and our
business. This report provides a reflective look at
our 2017 global accomplishments with some local
highlights structured around our People, Services,
Planet, Partners and Communities.

Our Planet: We continue to reduce our impact
on the environment, and have committed to a 31%
reduction in our carbon footprint by 2030 as part
of the development of our sustainability goals. In
2017, Martin Brower France piloted a customised
solution to return food waste from restaurants
for conversion to BioCNG to fuel our fleet. Our
US team partnered to develop an alternative fuel
solution, converting a portion of our fleet in Dallas,
Texas to renewable liquid natural gas.

What’s new in 2017 ...

Our Partners: Our global and local teams work
with our suppliers and industry leaders to develop
innovations which drive improvements and
efficiencies in our processes and provide valueadded services to our customers.

Our People: Several of our teams around the world
received national accreditations and recognition for
employee-centric and safety conscious workplace
practices. Additionally, our US team launched a
state-of-the-art training centre in Fredericksburg,
Virginia, focused on developing the skills of our
front-line employees.
Our Services: Food Safety and Quality are
always front of mind and we share our Food
Safety Week celebration as an illustration of our
continuing commitment to quality. Our team in
France has introduced industry-leading freezer
automation in the warehouse environment
expanding the number of products and activities
we handle with automation reducing undesirable
work in the freezer.

Our Communities: We support and partner with a
wide range of organisations within our communities
through volunteerism, donations and building and
nurturing relationships. Our teams respond when
crisis and contingency situations arise, helping our
customers' restaurants return to “business as usual”
as quickly as possible.
We hope you enjoy this global view of Martin
Brower. Thank you for your interest.

Bob McGonigle			
Martin Brower, CEO
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About Us
The Martin-Brower Company, L.L.C.

Martin Brower is part of the
Reyes Holdings family of
businesses, alongside
Reyes Beverage Group,
Reinhart Foodservice,
Great Lakes Coca-Cola Bottling
and Reyes Coca-Cola Bottling.

Our Mission
Martin Brower is dedicated to being the leading
supply chain solutions provider for restaurant
chains around the world, creating an outstanding
work environment for our employees and
delivering unmatched value for our customers
while protecting their brands.

555 MILLION
CASES

64
FACILITIES

21,000
RESTAURANTS

9,000
EMPLOYEES

216 MILLION
KILOMETRES
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Our Ethics
Doing the right things everyday
Guidelines for Business Conduct and Ethics Certification
At Martin Brower,
all our employees
have a duty to do the
right thing each and
every day. We have
established a reputation
that is built on a
foundation of integrity,
ethics and being
socially responsible and each of us has
the responsibility to uphold this reputation
by acting ethically in everything we do.
We issue guidelines and set policies that
support our ethical commitments to ensure
our employees have clear direction on legal
and compliance matters. Our CARES values
underpin everything we do.

Our
CARES
Values

CHANGE

We value flexibility and
innovation and embrace a
continuous improvement culture
and a willingness to take risks

Our teams are committed to ethical conduct throughout all our businesses internationally. Each year, we
issue a global Ethics Certification process for employees which provides them with a refresher on our ethical
standards, a re-attestation of their individual commitment to abide by the Guidelines for Business Conduct and
an opportunity for disclosure of any wrongdoing they may be aware of.

Information Governance Policy
Martin Brower routinely handles commercially sensitive information about our Company, our customers and our
supplier partners. We have a responsibility to protect both our reputation and the reputation of our customers
and suppliers. To ensure all employees understand our expectations and know how to handle information and
data we introduced a new global training programme for all 9,000 employees in 2017. We are confident our
employees understand how to safeguard the Company’s and our partners’ confidential information and protect
against its accidental or unauthorised disclosure.

Anti-Bribery Policy
Martin Brower prohibits bribery in any form. Our training
programme was designed to better educate our employees on
our global Anti-Bribery policy and practices.

ACT AS ONE

We value thinking and
acting globally and helping
one another succeed

RELATIONSHIPS

We value lasting employee,
customer, supplier and
community relationships built on
mutual respect, integrity and trust

All global locations are supported
by a confidential Ethics Hotline
and a Non-Retaliation policy.

EXECUTION

We value doing what
we say we will do

SAFETY & WELLNESS
We value the safety and
health of our employees
and communities
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Our Culture of Self-Managed Excellence
Continuing to improve our business
Martin Brower creates a culture of self-managed
excellence and continuous improvement by
developing and investing in our people through an
internal programme referred to as Martin Brower
Operational Excellence (MB OpEx). We equip our
workforce with the tools and training to create
longterm business solutions to achieve:
• Improved workplace safety
• Enhanced levels of food safety and quality
• Streamlined and efficient processes

MB OpEx is based on the Lean Six Sigma DMAIC methodology:

DEFINE

Define
the problem

MEASURE

Map out the current
process

ANALYSE

Identify the cause
of the problem

IMPROVE

Implement and verify
the solution

CONTROL
Maintain
the solution

• Engaged workforce

We train and certify three levels of Belts:

• Reduced service costs

GREEN BELTS

Six Sigma practitioners who
work on projects within their
functional areas

800+

SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS AND

$11+ MILLION SAVED
IN 2016-2017

YELLOW BELTS

Six Sigma leaders with
responsibility for running Lean
Kaizen events and mentoring
SMART teams

BLACK BELTS

Lean Six Sigma experts who
lead cross-functional projects
in addition to training and
mentoring belt candidates

SMART teams have been set up with cross-functional membership from our distribution centres. Led by
our Yellow Belts, these teams are tasked with working together to identify business issues and concerns,
then develop and implement solutions.
Employee benefits include: safer working conditions, stronger employee engagement, new skill
development and opportunities to make a real difference to our business in the way we do things.
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Our People

16

Striving for zero injuries
Zero Is Possible!
At Martin Brower, the safety and wellness of our employees and those around us is paramount and
we continue to be obsessed with improving our safety performance in each of the 19 countries
in which we operate. While we have significantly improved our safety results in recent years, we
recognise that it is unacceptable for any of our employees to be injured – we strongly believe that
“zero is possible” and will not rest in our efforts to instill a companywide safety culture until we
reach and maintain this goal.

facilities
achieved
ZERO injuries
in 2017

In 2017, our Korean, Australian and Canadian teams
led the way in our commitment to reducing injuries
by seeking and applying best practices from our
teams around the world and implementing them
in their working environment. They formulated
strategic plans and tactics underpinned by strong
leadership, energy and commitment across every
level of their respective organisations.

We are proud of the dedication and undeviating
focus of all our teams around the globe in ensuring
a safe work environment for each and every
member of our workforce.

The resulting year-on-year reduction in work-related
injuries clearly demonstrates their commitment to
putting safety first in their working environment.

Korea was awarded the grand prize for “The Best
Practice of Employees’ Health Promotion” during the
50th Annual Safety and Health Week held in Korea.
The competition is governed by the Ministry of
Employment & Labour and administered by KOSHA
(the Korea Occupational Safety & Health Agency).

Korea reduced their injuries by 73%
Australia reduced their injuries by 33%
Canada reduced their injuries by 32%

In 2017, Korea made great strides in their safety and
wellness programmes. Through dedicated focus
they evolved their culture to reflect a commitment to
safety and wellness by all employees.

They also received OHSAS 18001 certification
(the International Occupational Health and Safety
Management Standard).
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Our People
Engaging and developing our people
72%

employee
engagement

We are committed to creating an outstanding work environment for all our
employees by engaging them in the business through collaboration and
opportunities for personal and career development. Following are case
studies from Martin Brower France and Brazil.

– 9% above
industry average

Our team in France has made significant
investments in their workforce, having developed
long-term strategies in talent management,
workforce planning, onboarding, training and
skills development, performance management,
leadership development, career and succession
planning, wages and benefits and apprenticeships.
Recognising that Millennials and Generation Z
are the main sources of our future leadership, the
Martin Brower France Apprenticeship Programme
is proving highly effective in hiring and retaining
young people in our business and providing
opportunities for their skill development. The local
team has partnered with 15 universities across
France to develop customised training courses in
our industry with some of our managers delivering
training as part of the courses.

France

Martin Brower France became the first logistics/
distribution company in France to receive the
accolade of Top Employer 2015, awarded by the
Top Employers InstituteSM.
During 2017, our French business has continued to
receive accreditations and recognition:
• Top Employer certification for the third year in
a row
• HappyTrainees* certification for the first time

* The HappyTrainees Index® presented by choosemycompany.com
recognises and promotes the top 10% of companies nationally who
excel in the onboarding, motivation and management of students,
trainees and apprentices.
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Our People
Engaging and developing our people

Martin Brower Brazil has been recognised
nationally as one of the best companies to work
for. This is due to significant focus by the HR
team on attracting, developing and recognising
those employees who add the most value to
our business. This is underpinned by initiatives
which encompass leadership training, employee
development, engagement with employees’
families, enhancing community relationships and a
focus on continuous improvement.
In 2017, Martin Brower Brazil received the following
national recognition:
• Great Place to Work® certification – the highest
ranked company in the logistics and distribution

Brazil

sector as well as ranking 18th
in the Barueri region as part of
the overall Great Place to Work®
index for Brazil*

• Listed for the sixth time in the 150 Best
Companies to Work For which recognises the
best companies in terms of HR practices and work
environment.
• Awarded Best in People Management for the
seventh time in recognition of our engagement
with our employees.
• Best Companies for People with Disabilities

*Great Place to Work® measures how employees perceive their company.
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Our People
Improving our work environment
Reyes Academy
The safety and wellness of our employees and
those within our working environment is paramount
and we continually seek to improve safety
awareness and practices in our workplace. In 2017
our parent company, Reyes Holdings, launched the
Reyes Academy with the opening of a
state-of-the art training facility in Fredericksburg,
Virginia. The Academy provides training and
education for our US-based businesses to
improve employees’ proficiency, expertise and
professionalism in safety, compliance and operating
capability in transportation and distribution activities.

Our Curriculum

Martin Brower US

reduced fleet
accidents by

Quotes from our
drivers:

17%

“ I would encourage every driver,
supervisor and manager to
attend the academy.”
“ This is by far the best training,
coaching and life-changing
class I have ever been a 		
part of.”
“ This programme is a lifechanging experience and it’s a
change for the better.”

Our highly skilled and dedicated training team
has developed a rigorous curriculum focused on
legislative compliance, delivery safety, driving skills,
equipment proficiency and professionalism.
Training incorporates:
• Hands-on instruction
• Advanced simulation technology (including
Driving and Slip simulators and an Egress Trainer)
• Testing
• Standard process orientation

400
drivers
trained

Our graduates are more engaged and better
equipped to face the challenges of today’s
logistics industry.
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Our Services
Innovating through automation
Freezer Automation
Robotic automation was introduced to our
warehouse environment in 2013 with the arrival
of “Frybot” in our US operations. This robot
automated the picking process of French fries
increasing efficiency, mitigating reliance on semiskilled labour and reducing the manual handling
of high-volume cases in the harsh conditions of
the freezer environment. Frybot’s multi-function
head enables cart staging as well as selecting and
positioning cases for wrapping, proving to be an
efficient and effective solution enabling operational
improvements:
• Reduction in the amount of heavy manual
lifting
• Increased case picking rate
• Reduced manual labour in the harsh
conditions of the freezer environment
• Reduced manual handling of French fries
resulting in fewer “broken” fries delivered to
restaurants

In 2015, the UK team developed “Pacman”– a
robot equipped with a multi-functional arm with the
added capability of handling three cases at a pass
and enabling significant safety and operational
improvements.
In 2017, our operations in France continued to evolve
and expand automation with the introduction of
“IGOR”– a robotic system that handles five highvolume freezer products. The automation capability
has been enhanced with the addition of picking and
palletising 5 products, wrapping and then labelling
half pallets for shipment to restaurants.
The automation is fully integrated with our
warehouse management system (WMS) to ensure full
product traceability.
Customer orders are picked to half pallets and
column stacked to reduce case handling at
restaurants.

The Evolution of
Our Freezer Robotics

2013
FRYBOT

The US automates single case
selection on high-volume cases in the
freezer; picking 275 cases per hour

2015
PACMAN

The UK improves efficiencies by
automating a 3-cases pick per pass;
picking 560 cases per hour

2017
IGOR

France expands the use of the
multi-functional arm to include more
products and more activities, completing
each pallet selection in 4.5 seconds
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Our Services
Innovating through automation: 2017 IGOR

520 CASES

Robot selects and column
stacks cases to delivery pallets

PER HOUR

Robot selects cases and
places on the conveyor

Warehouse feeds full pallets
of 5 freezer products

2

1

3

5

4

Pallets are wrapped
Pallets are labelled
for delivery

Martin Brower France partnered with Fives,
a leading industrial engineering group, to
create a customised freezer automation
solution in our Bordeaux distribution centre.
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Our Services
Protecting our customers’ brands
As the largest supply chain solutions provider to quick-service restaurants globally, we strive to set the
standard for the industry in Food Safety & Quality.
We protect the brands entrusted to us through ethical and socially responsible business practices. Our
customers trust us to deliver products that have been handled with the highest levels of safety, security
and quality.
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Our Services
Protecting our customers’ brands
Martin Brower hosted a global Food Safety & Quality Week in September 2017
Personal & Collective Commitment
to Food Safety & Quality

Global Awareness &
Messaging Campaign

Country Food Safety 			
& Quality Events

To ensure companywide alignment and adherence
to the highest possible standards of Food Safety &
Quality, we require every single employee around
the globe to recognise their personal responsibility
and commitment to Quality. In 2017, we revitalised
that individual and collective commitment by
reissuing our global Food Safety policy accompanied
by a letter from our Global Senior Leadership to all
employees. This commitment outlined our Quality
vision and strategic areas of focus along with
employees' individual responsibilities ensuring the
highest levels of Food Safety.

A visual and electronic campaign across all our
facilities showcased our Quality leaders around the
world as role models, sharing what Quality & Food
Safety means to them personally, along with highlights
of our:

Our country teams hosted a range of local events to
promote Food Safety & Quality Awareness – from
Quality Manager Q&As to team barbecues!

• Quality Inspection Programme (QIP)
• Distribution Quality Management Programme (DQMP)
• Good Manufacturing Practices
• “Everyone is responsible for food 		
safety” campaign

9

DCs

achieved perfect
audit scores in
2017

In the UK, our distribution centres opened their onsite
Test Kitchens for all employees to see demonstrations
of how our customers’ restaurants cook products.
Drivers, warehouse and office staff received training
on “across the counter” Quality processes and key
aspects of Food Safety & Quality after which they
enjoyed the freshly cooked food!

97% Food Safety & Quality Scores

We consistently score 97%+ on external audits for Food
Safety & Quality, surpassing the 95% global pass rate.
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Our Planet
Caring for our environment
We are committed to reducing the carbon footprint
of the products we deliver and our impact on the
environment. We safeguard the quality and the
reputation of our supply chain partners’ brands
through ethical and sustainable business practices.
Over the past 6 years we have reduced our
carbon footprint by 30%. By using science based
technology we have set a target to further reduce
our carbon footprint by 31% in 2030.

93.6%

of our total waste
is diverted from
landfill

30%

reduction in our
carbon footprint
over the last
6 years

Martin Brower follows the principles of the
ISO 14001 environment management system. This
system is designed to assess our impact on the
environment, set targets for each facility, and track
results with the aim of reducing any harmful effects
on the environment. We recognise that ISO 14001
helps us stay on track and continue our
sustainable progress.

100%

of Martin Brower
wholly run facilities are
ISO 14001 certified
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Our Planet
Highlighting our top 10 environmental practices
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We are committed to reducing our
use of fossil fuels by optimising our
distribution networks and through
efficient routing. By utilising advanced
routing software we ensure the most
efficient routes and fill our trucks to
maximum capacity.
We also use a variety of alternative
fuels to power our fleets. Biodiesel
is the most widely used option. We
are also testing hybrid and electric
vehicles in Europe, and Liquid Natural
Gas (LNG) in the US and continue to
partner with industry leaders to bring
new technology to market.
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All our facilities have a Zero Waste
to Landfill goal and participate in
recycling programmes ranging from
paper and cardboard to plastic shrink
wrap. We also partner with local food
banks and source additional streams
to dispose of our organic waste.
We continue to actively adapt our
processes to ensure our waste is
reduced, reused or recycled.
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Each of our facilities has a 10
point improvement plan in place
to ensure we are actively seeking
ways to improve the efficiency and
sustainability of our services in our
warehouse and transportation areas.
Additionally, rainwater harvesting,
water recycling and reuse are
components of our environmental
management system.

Co

Energy Conservation

Employee Training
We understand how the behaviour
and habits of our people impact our
fuel consumption and energy use.
We therefore educate our employees
on what they can do to reduce our
impact on the environment.
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Our Planet
Helping our customers achieve Zero Waste to Landfill
We actively support our customers’ goal to achieve Zero Waste to Landfill and strive to reduce our
global carbon footprint – it is the right thing to do for our environment and the communities in which
we operate.
In the UK, our well-established reverse logistics
programme collects several waste streams from our
customers’ restaurants including “back-of-house”
waste such as used cooking oil, grease trough
waste and cardboard in addition to food waste.

Reverse Logistics in France
In 2017, Martin Brower France introduced LOGRE,
a reverse logistics cycle to collect, transport and
convert food waste to BioCNG, which is then used
to power our distribution vehicles. The LOGRE
solution supports our customers’ restaurants
by ensuring their compliance with local waste
management legislation as well as reducing their
carbon footprint.

1:

Food waste is collected
in our customers’
restaurant kitchens and
then crushed into
a “soup.”

2: The “soup” is pumped into a tank

located under the distribution vehicle
and transported to a anaerobic digestion
plant where it will be converted into
compressed natural gas (CNG).

5: The BioCNG fuel powers the Martin Brower

vehicle delivering to our customers’ restaurants.

3: The BioCNG is injected into the

local gas distribution network
supporting the local community
and fueling vehicles.

4: The LOGRE truck returns to the distribution 		
centre to load new deliveries.

Martin Brower France partnered with three key suppliers to create the customised LOGRE solution: Carrier
Transicold, a world leader in high-technology heating, air-conditioning and refrigeration solutions; Fraikin, one of the
largest commercial vehicle fleet companies in Europe and Chéreau, an innovative vehicle refrigeration company.
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Our Planet
Using alternative fuels to power our fleet
Emissions from our fleet generate the majority of our carbon footprint. To reduce our impact on the
environment we use a collaborative, industry-wide approach to develop innovative solutions to
convert waste to biodiesel.
Biodiesel is a domestically produced, renewable fuel that can be manufactured from vegetable oils,
animal fats, or recycled restaurant grease for use in diesel vehicles. The physical properties of
biodiesel are similar to those of petroleum diesel, but it is a cleaner-burning alternative.
Our businesses in the UK, the United Arab Emirates, France, Australia and Singapore have each
partnered with local suppliers to develop tailor-made solutions to collect used cooking oil (UCO)
and other food waste from the restaurants we service and convert it into biodiesel to power our
fleet and reduce our dependence on fossil fuels.

25%

of our global
fleet is
alternative fuel
capable

Renewable Liquid Natural Gas (LNG)
In 2017, Martin Brower US partnered with Clean
Energy, the pioneers and experts in natural gas for
transportation, to create a solution to reduce our
carbon emissions from our fleet vehicles. It was key
to select the right location to take full advantage of
the current infrastructure while being able to support
the economics.
The US team applied for grants to fund the required
investment in equipment as well as a retool of the
onsite maintenance area to maintain the LNG fleet.
Today, our Dallas distribution centre has converted
20 delivery vehicles to renewable liquid natural gas.

Renewable natural gas is up to
70% cleaner than petrol and diesel,
making it a smart choice for natural gas
vehicle fleets including heavy-duty trucks.
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Our Partners
Working together to deliver innovative & sustainable solutions
The Martin Brower
global leadership
team is partnering with GoodOps,
a consultancy specialising in the
strategic transformation of global
supply chains, to evolve our innovation
programme. Working together we
are identifying and collaborating with
cutting-edge technology partners in
our journey to create the intelligent,
automated and sustainable supply
chain of the future. In 2017, we cohosted exclusive events and spoke at
the Automated Vehicles Symposium in
San Francisco, California.

Our Canadian team partnered with Waltco,
the leading designer of hydraulic lift
gates, and Purkeys Charging Systems
to build the most efficient lift gate for
all-weather use. The team designed a
new lift gate specification which now
performs consistently throughout the year,
specifically during our cold season.

With a focus on food safety and quality, our
UK team partnered with Gray & Adams,
a leading manufacturer of customised
vehicles, to create a cutting-edge solution
to optimise cold air movement which
allows for vehicle temperature reduction
during transit and deliveries.

Our US business partnered with
Thermo King, a world leader in transport
temperature control systems, to integrate
our new continuous temperature
monitoring solution, optimising our
effectiveness at monitoring our cold chain
in real-time during restaurant deliveries.

Our Korean team partnered with Bizmeka,
an e-document management company,
to implement an e-workflow system
simplifying document management and
approvals of resources enabling a quick
turnaround through mobile and
PC applications.

Our UK business collaborated with their
vehicle lease supplier, Centurion Truck
Rental, who engaged with Mercedes-Benz
to ensure compliance with the new Euro
6 emission standards while enabling the
existing fleet vehicles to continue to run
on biodiesel, thereby supporting progress
towards achieving our carbon emission
reduction goals.

Our Australian operations partnered with
Blue Star Global Logistics to address peak
time capacity issues. Working together
they created a network optimisation
solution to accommodate inconsistent
volume peaks without the need for costly
investment in extra storage facilities.

Our UK team worked with FRIGOBLOCK,
a leading manufacturer of transport
refrigeration machines, to develop an
alternative hydraulic power take-off (PTO)
that is compatible with our tractor engines
and able to power the fossil fuel-free
refrigeration system we use for cold chain
during restaurant deliveries.
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Our Communities
Improving the lives of those around us
Community Partnerships
We recognise the importance of encouraging
and supporting our workforce in engaging and
collaborating with their local communities to ensure
we offer the most appropriate support, expertise
and resources that can make a difference.
We are proud of the unfailing enthusiasm and efforts
of our people to support their local communities
through sponsorship, fundraising and volunteering
– from organising food, clothing and toy drives to
educating the public on safety awareness.

We partner with universities to offer training and
development opportunities for our employees
and teaching opportunities for our leaders. We
are committed to educating the public, specifically
children, through vehicle safety awareness
programmes and activities.
We collaborate with local government agencies
and consultants to keep abreast of local laws and
compliance requirements including environmental
practices and solutions in the logistics industry.

700

VOLUNTEERS

3000 children
participated in
vehicle safety
activities

5300

160,000 kgs
donated to
food banks

VOLUNTEER
HOURS
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Our Communities
Offering support to those in need
Disaster Relief
When disaster strikes, our people respond! We
partner with local aid relief agencies to understand
their needs and how best we can serve to assist
in the recovery efforts. We are proud of our
employees around the globe who go above and
beyond the call of duty to support our communities
when faced with adversity.
2017 was an unprecedented year of natural
disasters including an earthquake in New Zealand,
a cyclone in Australia, wildfires in the US as well
as three hurricanes that impacted several of our
distribution centres.
Following the devastating hurricane in Puerto
Rico, we provided financial relief, temporary
accommodation and essential supplies to our
employees impacted by the storms. Despite
the severity of these events, our Martin Brower
employees continued to service our customers
allowing their continued support of the communities
we serve. Martin Brower partnered with the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) of the
US Department of Homeland Security in offering
logistics support to distribute food and other
necessities to those in need.
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Our Communities
Proudly supporting Ronald McDonald House Charities®
We are proud to be a signature
supporter of Ronald McDonald
House Charities® (RMHC) –
an independent non-profit
organisation that provides a
range of support to seriously ill
children and their families when
they need it most. The RMHC
houses are located near major
medical facilities and serve as
a “home away from home” enabling families to stay
together and remain close to where their sick child
is receiving treatment. Each year, the work of RMHC
impacts the lives of over 7 million children around
the world.

Sailing events
Treasure hunts
Races for the kids
Meals for the families
Gala events
Golf events
Holiday toy drives
Ski challenges

$1.1 m

total donations
in 2017

Our people support their local RMHC houses and
the families staying there through a wide range of
creative fundraising activities.

10% of our leaders serve on RMHC
committees and boards. We support
135 RMHC houses in 15 countries.
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Looking to the Future
Focus areas for 2018
Our People
Engaging our people
• Strive for zero injuries
• Maintain ethical behaviour as a
foundation of our culture
• Develop our long-term strategy
for ensuring an agile workforce
• Continue to engage our people
via MB OpEx projects
• Maximise the deployment of
global best practices through
our Martin Brower Supply Chain
Solutions Council (MBSC2)
• Launch a mobile training facility
and training team for Reyes
Academy in the US and Canada
• Embed enhanced leadership
competencies in our culture

Our Services
Making it easier to run
great restaurants
• Expand our MBSyncSM customer
portal to the US, Canada and
Australia
• Pilot MBSync4S suppliers portal
• Deploy our Restaurant Order
Proposal (ROP) solution in
Canada and Australia
• Optimise and standardise our
track and trace technology
globally
• Modernise the delivery
experience through expansion
of the Driver Personal Delivery
Assistant (PDA) programme
• Develop a global inbound freight
strategy and standardised tools

Our Planet

Our Partners

Our Communities

Reducing our footprint

Creating our future

Supporting our communities

• Further reduce our carbon
footprint in our journey to
achieve our 31% carbon footprint
reduction target by 2030

• Expand our veroFresh™ global
continuous temperature
monitoring (CTM) solution

• Optimise our RMHC donations
and volunteering opportunities

• Continue to reduce our energy
use in accordance with our DC 10
Point Plans
• Strive for Zero Waste to Landfill
across all of our distribution
centres
• Maximise our ISO 14001
Management System across all of
our facilities around the globe
• Design our new facilities with
state-of-the-art environmental
solutions

• Partner with our suppliers to
jointly develop innovative
logistics and supply chain
solutions
• Continue to develop external
relationships to set the vision for
advanced technologies within
customer ecosystems

• Provide local volunteering
opportunities for our distribution
centres and head office teams
• Test our contingency/crisis
management plans annually to
ensure preparedness

• Pilot a platooning test and an
L4 autonomous vehicle test in
the US
• Invest in an “automation show
house” in the UK

• Provide a Data Analytics
Dashboard solution for our
customers and suppliers
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